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young adults to be concerned about health 
care insurance, and the need to educate the 

public about how the ACA will 
affect them.

 To this end, 
BCBSM, in partnership 
with PRSSA, has 
invited Michigan 
chapters of PRSSA to 

join the effort. Wayne 
State’s James S. Measell 

chapter is participating in this Michigan-based 
competition.
 Represented by Chapter President 
Meaghan Priebe, and members Amna Husain 
and Tiffany Kress, WSU has become a partner 
with BCBSM.
 The campaign, March through April, 
2013, reached out to the student population 
and provided them with answers.
 BCBSM is the best resource for 
information regarding ACA, and the best way 
to protect yourself, your future, your family, and 
your wallet.
 The following resources can help you 
find answers:

http://www.healthcarereformbasics.com
http://www.healthCare.gov 
http://www.YoungInvincibles.org/issues/health-care

 The Affordable Care Act (ACA), 
commonly referred to as the health care reform  
act, has been nothing short of a riddle for most 
of us.
 An ongoing public and political 
debate about the ACA, which was passed in 
2010, has further confounded the layperson. 
We just don’t know where to start!
 The law is more than 2,400 pages 
long. Conflicting interpretations and opinions 
are available everywhere. So what exactly is 
the ACA, and how will it impact us? 
The Affordable Care Act –
• Protects those with insurance and extends 
insurance to the uninsured.
• Ensures essential benefits and 
preventative care.
• Addresses health care issues, making 
coverage more affordable for all.
• Allows young adults to remain on their 
parents’ health plan until age 26.
 One health care organization that 
has risen to the challenge is Blue Cross Blue 
Shield of Michigan (BCBSM).
 BCBSM is a nonprofit and the largest 
health insurance provider in Michigan. It has 
complied with the ACA mandate – health care 
for all — since its inception. The organization 
has made a great effort to 

By Amna Husain

The Enigma of Health Care Reform and the Young Adult

communicate the effect of the ACA to 
companies and employees, and to make the 
changes in health insurance coverage easy to 
understand. 
 BCBSM understands that 
the young adult, age 17-25, is one 
demographic that is particularly vulnerable.
 According to USA Today, next to 
seniors, adults under 30 are most likely to 
use the emergency room (ER). This is most 
likely due to lack of access to a health care 
provider.
 Many young adults think they are 
invincible and avoid purchasing health care 
plans to save money. But the cost of seeking 
treatment in ER; or worse yet, being diagnosed 
with a serious illness, is higher, than the 
average monthly premiums to maintain a 
health insurance policy.
 Beginning on January 1, 2014, 
everyone in America will be required by law to 
have health insurance.
 BCBSM believes that young adults 
need to understand the changes taking place. 
Health care literacy among college-aged 
students is critical for them to make informed 
decisions about their health. 
 BCBSM understands the confusion 
that surrounds the ACA, the hesitation of

BCBSM at forefront of health care reform

“Good 
luck
WSU 

PRSSA
BCBSM 
team!”

 http://www.healthcarereformbasics.com/
http://www.healthCare.gov
http://www.YoungInvincibles.org/issues/health-care
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 Steven Banks joins Wayne 
State through one of Central Michigan 
University’s off-campus programs.  He 
brings nearly nine years of academic 
advising experience to WSU.
 Banks is from Detroit and 
is excited about the opportunity to 
work at Wayne State. He views his 
role as an opportunity to give back to 
the community that has given him so 
much.
 Banks has an undergraduate 
degree in social science from Western 
Michigan University, an MBA in 
strategic management from Davenport 
University, and an MSA in public 
administration from Central Michigan 
University.
 Currently he is pursuing an 
Ed.D. in educational leadership with 
a concentration in higher education 
administration from Central Michigan 
University, where he has received the 
KCP Future Faculty Fellowship. 

 In our continuing efforts to 
improve services to our students, 
the Department of Communication 
is pleased to announce the addition 
of two new academic advisers to 
our staff.  Our new advisers are 
Mr. Steve Banks and Dr. Angela 
Windfield.  Steve and Angela join Ms. 
Vicki Dallas, the academic services 
officer, who has been advising in the 
department for many years. Each of 
the advising staff will handle specific 
majors as follows:
 
•	 Steve Banks (steven.
banks2@wayne.edu) - majors in 
Communication Studies and Public 
Relations.
•	 Angela Windfield (angela.
windfield@wayne.edu) - majors in 
Film, Journalism and Media Arts and 
Studies. 
•	  Vicki Dallas  (vdallas@
wayne.edu) - Honors students, 
returning students (those who have 
not attended since Fall 2000) and 
students declaring a minor in the 
department.

 All of our advising staff have 
experience in assisting students and 
are eager to help you reach your 
academic goals. 
  Appointments are easy to 
make with the online appointment 
system.  To make an appointment 
with Mr. Banks or Dr. Windfield, 
please check the following link on our 
department web page:  Department of 
Communication Advisers.
 To make an appointment with 
Ms. Dallas, you can e-mail her directly.

From the Desk of...

Department of Communication
Introduces Online

Appointment Scheduling for
Academic Advising

 “With so much going on in the city of Detroit 
right now, where is 
a better place to be, 
but Wayne State? 
Here, I feel like I’m 
connected to the 
pulse of the city. 
I also feel like I’m 
helping to shape and 

mold the future leaders of the city who will be 
responsible for leading us to bigger, better and 
brighter days.”

Welcome Steven Banks
Chair
Loraleigh Keashly

http://www.comm.wayne.edu/

mailto:stevenbanks2%40wayne.edu?subject=
mailto:stevenbanks2%40wayne.edu?subject=
mailto:angela.windfield%40wayne.edu?subject=
mailto:angela.windfield%40wayne.edu?subject=
mailto:vdallas%40wayne.edu?subject=
mailto:vdallas%40wayne.edu?subject=
http://www.comm.wayne.edu/
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Wayne State University PRSSA Thanks Print Sponsor
AIRFOIL TECH PR & MARCOMM

 As chapter president, it is 
with great pleasure that I welcome all 
incoming and returning members.  To 
its members, PRSSA offers exclusive 
and unique professional development 
opportunities such as workshops, 
conferences, agency tours, speaker 
panels and innumerable networking 
privileges. WSU students are different; 
we work, we take a full load of classes 
at school, we have internships and we 
commute to campus.
 All of these characteristics are 
taken into consideration when creating 
professional development programs, 
as we understand that to take time 
out of busy schedules, events must 
be worth the effort.  The continued 
support from our members is vital to 
the success and motivation of our 
chapter – thank you!
 Here’s to another year of 
success.  Congratulations to the 
incoming executive board!

Regards, 

Meaghan Priebe

Chapter President, Meaghan Priebe

the audience think a lot more deeply 
about themselves.
 After that speech, there were 
different breakout sessions about 
various topics, including social media, 
crisis management and graduation. 

The first one we went to 
was called “Personal 
branding with social 

media,” and the speaker 
was Richard Batyko. His goal for the 
speech was to “help you package 
yourself.” Richard gave us four quick 
tips: understand yourself, define your 
target audience and their needs, 
stand for something and communicate 
effectively.
 The most memorable 
speaker in my eyes was Demi Knight 
Clark. Her presentation was “So you 
graduated, now what?”  Demi gave a 
lot of tips about relaxing, self-control 
and having faith. She encouraged 
the audience to “take yourself off the 
hook” and “thrive and survive.” Demi 
let us know that she didn’t figure out 
her dream career until she was in her 
30s, so that alone took a lot of stress 
off!
 While it was a long trip to 
the conference, it was a worthwhile 
experience. The Ohio University 
campus was beautiful, the speakers 
were professionals who were more 
than willing to help us out, and the 
speeches were motivating and 
insightful.

Ohio University 
Regional 
Conference
By Alisha Merrow

 In the middle of March, I took 
the five-hour road trip to Athens, Ohio, 
with our chapter president and another 
PRSSA member to attend the Ohio 
University Regional Conference. The 
theme of this conference was “Beyond 
the Basics.” and I have to agree that 
it was anything but basic. From the 
PRSSA National President to the 
many breakout session speakers, 
this one-day conference was highly 
motivational and a great learning 
experience.
 The keynote speaker was Ben 
Lincoln, who is the writing director at 
GolinHarris. Ben gave an inspiring 
speech that included funny anecdotes 
about getting to where he is now. A 
memorable quote was, “What is the 
one thing that makes you great? Do 
it!” Ben definitely made

Welcome Members

Congratulations on your global expansion!

http://youtu.be/VV53N9TiSno

“Beyond 
the

Basics”

https://www.prssa.org/

http://youtu.be/VV53N9TiSno
https://www.prssa.org/
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Strategic Marketing CommunicationsAirfoil PR

Airfoil | tech pr &
marcomm Tech & Auto Public Relations

HOW WE THINK  our anthem, people and process WE WILL HELP YOU
AND WHAT WE DO  key capabilities and industries TELL YOUR STORY
RESULTS IN THIS  our invaluable clients LET’S OPEN THEIR EYES

be positively impossible to ignore.

Stephanie Oben 
is an account 
coordinator for the 
consumer team 
at Airfoil Public 
Relations.
        She is a 
decorated alumna 

of Wayne State University and its 
chapter of PRSSA.  Oben earned 
numerous academic grants and 
scholarships.  She also interned at 
After5 Detroit, WSU Marketing and 
Communications, and Airfoil. 
        Oben is a recipient of Wayne 
State’s Department of Communication 
Brick Award in 2012.  Her talent was 
also recognized as a finalist in the 
scholarship competition sponsored 
by CengageBrain, America’s Top Ten 
TAs, that same year.
        Her published work has appeared 
in Wayne State PRSSA’s newsletter, 
Salute, as well as in Airfoil’s company 
blog, Clean the Air. 
        As a current PRSA member, 
Oben is involved with the Social Media 
Club of Detroit and various other 
events around the city.

Tracey Shavers

Tracey Shavers 
is an account 
coordinator at 
Airfoil Public 
Relations, where 
she overcame 
challenges  that 
all new PR 

professionals will encounter. 
 Shavers began her education 
at Wayne State University as a 
journalism major. During her first 
internship at Global Hue, a privately 
owned advertising agency, she was 
hired as a PR promotions intern. 
Her interest grew in the field as 
the internship continued, and she 
eventually changed her major to public 
relations. 
 A member of Wayne State 
PRSSA, Shavers executed its social 
media plan:  creating awareness of 
events, tweeting about events and 
monitoring the activity surrounding 
Wayne State PRSSA’s social media 
accounts. 

 Shavers graduated from 
Wayne State in August 2011, a year 
early.  She landed an internship at 
Shaaazam! Marketing and Public 
Relations before she was offered the 
job at Airfoil. Shavers explained some 
difficulties she experienced her first 
year on the job. 
 “I had to prepare a media list 
and kept getting it wrong. I lost a little 
bit of confidence… . The first year is 
like boot camp; if you can get through 
it, you will be good.”
 Shavers is confident in her 
profession now and considers herself 
the quarterback for her team at Airfoil.
“I am the logistical quarterback serving 
as the eyes and ears for what’s being 
said about clients and providing my 
team with the necessary reports, stats 
and social media lift they need to blow 
clients’ expectations out of the water.” 
A day in the life of Shavers is filled 
with meeting preparation, identifying 
media opportunities and media pitch-
ing, as well as realizing what PR really 
means. 
 “A lot of people say that PR 
stands for Press Release. It doesn’t. I 
always say it stands for Pretty Re-
sourceful.”

Wayne State Alumnae - Airfoil Profiles

By Taylar KobylasBy Nady Bilani

Stephanie Oben
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http://airfoilgroup.com/

Airfoil’s tag line is “Be 
positively impossible to 
ignore.”
 Oben 
explained that Airfoil 
strives to “blend form 
and function” for its 
clients.  The focus is on 
both product representation 
and company PR needs.
 Oben also 
explained her role 
providing consumer 
audience research 
at Airfoil.  She uses 
databases such 
as CisionPoint and 
MyMediaInfo.
 She also 
shared common office 
terminology with the class.  

Airfoil Presentation for Public Relations Students
2012 PR Peer Mentor Returns to the Classroom

By Taylar Kobylas
 On the evening 

of March 19th, 
Stephanie 
Oben shared 
her personal 
experience 
as a recent 
public relations 

professional.  That night she spoke 
to Dr. Shelly Najor’s Fundamentals of 
Public Relations class.
 The presentation included 
current occupational experience from 
her present position at Airfoil Public 
Relations.  Students learned about 
everyday PR practices through her 
insight.
 As demonstrated during her 
college career, recent presentation, 
previous interviews and continued 
commitment to PRSSA, Oben is 
passionate about the field of PR.  
 Her acute attention to detail 
and constant willingness to learn have 
been an asset.  She told the class that 
some of the most admirable qualities 
for a PR professional include sincerity, 
discipline and curiosity.
 Oben was asked to compare 
her previous role for Wayne State’s 
PRSSA with her current role at Airfoil. 
She said that school was more 
intimate, and she emphasized the 
importance of participating in school 
activities.
 At Airfoil, she said, time 
segments are divided rigorously to 
accommodate clients. Both, however, 
require you to prioritize time based 
on both importance and timing of an 
issue.
 She enthusiastically gave the 
class details about Airfoil and its style 
of professionalism.
 With an accomplished set of 
corporate clients like Altair, Nvidia, 
Brookstone and Microsoft, to name a 
few, it makes good sense that

 For example, a request for 
proposal is referred to as 
“RFP.”
 After a question-and-
answer session, Oben 
closed the discussion by 

encouraging students to 
hone their time-management 

skills, to practice the 
technique of artful 

negotiation and 
to appreciate 
the value of 
risk taking.
 Whether 
it is in an 
entry-level 

position or an 
accomplished 

executive board 
seat, Oben stressed 

the importance of learning 
through experience in the field. She 
ended with a piece of advice from her 
grandmother:  “Imagine if you talked 
to one new person each day and tried 
just one new thing that you’ve never 
tried before each day, just imagine 
how many friends and experiences 
you would have by the time you were 
my age.” In the ever-changing world 
of public relations, this advice can 
help students develop into strong 
professionals.

WSU
PRSSA

Thankfully 
Acknowledges
Print Sponsor 

Airfoil Tech PR 
& Marcomm

Fundamentals of Public Relations Class
Peer Mentor Veronica Fiegel with

2012 Peer Mentor Stephanie Oben.

Admirable 
qualities for a PR 

professional include 
sincerity, discipline and 

curiosity. ~ Stephanie 
Oben

“It was 
wonderful to have 

Stephanie Oben back at Wayne 
State,” said Veronica Fiegel, 

learning community peer mentor 
for the public relations program. “She 

really brought the agency environment 
to life for the Fundamentals of 
Public Relations class with her 
presentation, which they really 

enjoyed!”

http://airfoilgroup.com/
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Professional Development | Chapter Development | Member Services | Social Media
Amy Lafnear | Veronica Fiegel | I’esha Swilley | Jessie LeTarte

Chad Van 
De Weile, 

Ryan 
Vichinsky 

and Allison 
Normand 

riding with 
Stephanie 

Gibson and 
Re-Kenya 
Roberson 

at the 
wheel 
while 

visiting 
The Detroit 

Historical 
Museum 

with PRSA 
Detroit. 

Wayne State alumna and WSU PRSSA 
Professional Advisor Mary Henige, APR, is GM’s 

social media director.  Responsible for digital 
communications, she explained how customer 

service response time, has been reduced 
from one day to 90 minutes with a common 

collaboration tool.

I really enjoyed learning about 
corporate communications, crisis 
management and all that goes into 
launching a new product. It was 
also good to hear how many of the 
employees got their start and how 
they found their way to the position 
they have now. 
I’esha L. Swilley

Left to right:  Taylar 
Kobylas, Veronica 

Fiegel, Amna Husain, 
Illana Vasserman, 

Tiffany Kress, Ryan 
Vichinsky, Jessie 

LeTarte, Phillip Kosky, 
Anita Mannino, Allison 

Normand, Therese 
Padgham, Meaghan 

Priebe, I’esha Swilley 
in the GM lobby at the 

Renaissance Center.

I was glad to gain a lot of information 
regarding corporate PR rather than 
agency life.  It was really interesting 

to see the variety of positions a 
career in PR can provide.  I felt 
grateful to see the spectrum of 

opportunities.  
Taylar Kobylas

Thanks to the hosts of our spring agency 
tours scheduled at time of print: 

Airfoil Tech PR
Eisbrenner PR

Lambert Edwards
Team Detroit

Quicken Loans

GM to Buy Back Stock from U.S. Treasury Department
U.S. intends to fully exit GM investment within 12-15 months

GM News Releases:
Chevrolet Donates 50 Trucks to Red Cross for Storm Relief
Brand sends full-size pickups and vans to sites hardest hit by 
Hurricane Sandy

        On March 22, 2013, Wayne 
State PRSSA visited General 
Motors headquarters.  We enjoyed 
sharing lunch with Michigan State 
PRSSA, who were concluding their 
tour.
 After eating tacos, a 
number of executives introduced 
themselves, and spoke to our 
chapter. They each talked about 
their present positions, and most 
shared about the career path that 
brought them to be part of the GM 
team here in Detroit.
        The tour that took us through 
two towers began after a dessert 
of chocolate chip cookies.
         The elevator ride offered

 a spectacular view of the Detroit 
River, surrounding buildings, and 
the Detroit metropolitan area.
        Last stop, the GM lobby - a 
vehicle show room driven by digital 
media.
        But it was the GM brand that 
resonated at every turn, and the 
strong positive personalities that 
made us feel good to be at home 
in Detroit with GM.
        The successes GM shared 
with us, as well as the excitement 
for plans in progress, contributed 
to the dynamic atmosphere.  
We left inspired, thankful, and 
incredibly proud of both Detroit and 
General Motors.

http://www.gm.com/company/aboutGM.html

Click
On Link

http://media.gm.com/media/ro/ro/opel/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/ro/ro/2012/opel/12_19_GM_Buy_Back_Stock_US_Treasury.html
http://media.gm.com/media/ro/ro/opel/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/ro/ro/2012/opel/12_19_GM_Buy_Back_Stock_US_Treasury.html
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2012/Dec/1216-habitat.html
http://www.gm.com/company/aboutGM.html
http://www.gm.com/company/aboutGM.html
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http://www.bianchipr.com/

Top take-away tips:
Manage your time.
Be a consumer of the news.
Be a strong writer.
Invest in relationships.
Have fun!

Bianchi

identity
leave a mark

Key Points:
Maintain your portfolio
Prepare for the interview
Stay current on LinkedIn

Left to right:  Jessie LeTarte, Therese 
Padgham, Tiffany Kress, Meaghan 
Priebe, Taylar Kobylas, Veronica Fiegel, 
Shelby Caverly, Amna Husain, Tahmeed 
Khan, Shaffwan Ahmed on tour at
Bianchi Public Relations.

Front Row: Tiffany 
Kress, Katie 
O'Neal, Luke 
Capizzo, Taylar 
Kobylas, Andrea 
Pecoraro, Amy 
Lafnear; Back Row: 
Jeffrey Adkins, 
Amna Husain, 
Kristi Wysocki, 
Kate Addy, Illana 
Vasserman, 
Meaghan Priebe, 
Kirah Hartley

Amy Lafnear said, “The best advice I heard at the Identity tour was that the more you immerse yourself, the
more you will know what you want to do.  I think this showcases the benefit of being actively involved in PRSSA.”

“Detroit Leaning”
Thank You  PRSA Detroit!

Have a transition plan. - Minicuci
Don’t be afraid to sell yourself and your skills. -  Watson

Networking and writing are a big deal. - Greenfelder
 No matter where you are, grunt work will be required. - Greenfelder

PRofessional Transitions Panel
Jennifer Greenfelder

Angela Minicuci
Jessica Watson

http://identitypr.com/

Click on  each 
name to read 

more about these  
professionals.

Our Hosts:  Wayne State alumnus, 
James Bianchi, and CMU alumna, 
Jaclyn Reardon
Our chapter enjoyed an informative and 
interesting  agency tour at Bianchi PR in 
Troy.  After introductions, PRSA Detroit 
Hall of Fame Inductee, Jim Bianchi, 
answered our questions.   He shared 
experiences from his 30-year professional 
career including the process that led to 
establishing his own PR firm in Detroit.  
Our group left better informed about both 
challenges and opportunities that exist in 
our profession.

A discussion panel encouraged student 
development.  Young professionals who 
are enjoying their role as public relations 
professionals in Detroit, spoke to our 
chapter.  They provided such great insight!   
Here are a few of their comments:

Public
Relations

Stephanie Gibson and Therese Padgham

http://www.bianchipr.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jgreenfelder
http://www.linkedin.com/in/angelaminicuci
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jessicawatson11
http://identitypr.com/
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A few weeks went by, and I applied for 
other jobs. One evening I got a call. It was 
the CEO. He wanted to offer me a paid 
internship. I couldn’t believe I had sold 
myself well enough to gain a position. I 
was now the Special Projects Intern.
 I started my orientation the 
following week. I was placed in my own 
cubicle. I received business cards and the 
company protocol. I seemed to fit right 
in with 
the work 

environment. Everything seemed perfect, 
but I was extremely bored. I always 
seemed to be doing busy work. I was 
getting worried. I was working every day 
but never doing public relations work. My 
boss must have noticed my discouraged 
looks because he began to talk to me. He 
told me that there was much more to public 
relations than press releases and media 
pitches. He began to teach me about 
communications psychology.
 I immediately noticed this was 
not a regular firm. My boss worked with 
clients to ensure they didn’t just look good 
to the public but that they were good to the 
public. I admired the integrity of the firm.
 As months went by, I continued 
to work diligently. I did whatever task 
was asked of me. I looked for more work, 
and I made sure I was always there to 
assist with client projects. This did not go 
unnoticed. My boss told me he wanted to

prepare me for a position as a special 
projects coordinator instead of intern. I 
couldn’t believe it. I had been waiting six 
months for this. He didn’t make it official, 
though. I didn’t want to be pushy, so I kept 
doing everything I could to display my 
readiness for the position.
 One day about two weeks later, 
a client came in, and as I walked by, my 
boss introduced me as the special projects 
coordinator. He told him I started as an in-
tern but I was way more than that now. He 
instructed the vice president to edit my title 
on the web site and my e-mail. My new 
cards were ordered. It was official. I had 
moved into a position before graduating.
 While I enjoy my job and the 
company, I am nowhere near comfortable. 
I still strive to move to a higher position. 
I still want to be more involved with the 
client, and my boss understands this. I am 
lucky enough not only to have a position 
in my career that is flexible but to have a 
great boss who mentors me through every 
step of the way.
 My advice to anyone transition-
ing is to be confident. I wanted to quit and 
go to other firms that began to notice me, 
but I decided to work harder where I am 
instead. It paid off. I would also like to tell 
other students that their internships are 
stepping stones into careers. Don’t take it 
lightly. Respect the company.  Put aside 
personal feelings and any immaturity be-
cause public relations is not for the faint of 
heart. Things may not be simple or come 
to you easily, but continue to gain knowl-
edge in the field and work hard. It will pay 
off.
 I wish everyone the best in their 
careers and future endeavors.

Bassett & Bassett
      Communication Managers & Counselors

Pubic Relations Transitions
 Internship Placement Focus
By Re-Kenya Roberson

 My internship experience probably 
differs from those of other college juniors 
and seniors. I had no previous experience. 
My longest job lasted for six months at 
a call center for Sprint. I was doing work 
study in a totally unrelated department in 
the end of my junior year, and I had no 
idea what I was going to do to make up 
time. As a single parent, I couldn’t afford to 
volunteer or work in an office for free, so 
my choices for an internship were scarce. 
I decided to do the 21st-century version of 
cold calling and e-mail inquiry. I sent out 
five e-mails to local public relations firms. 
I didn’t get a response immediately, and I 
felt very insecure about my decision to put 
myself out there.
 About two weeks later, 
I received an e-mail from one 
of the companies. The CEO 
requested my cover letter and résumé. 
I was ecstatic but totally unprepared. I 
always have a résumé but I had no cover 
letter. I rushed to complete my cover letter 
and sent it off to my prospective boss. I got 
a response the very next day. He wanted 
to meet me. I was so happy. Unfortunately, 
my excitement turned into embarrassment 
almost immediately because my account 
began to send out spam. I was mortified. 
Luckily I was dealing with a very 
understanding person who simply advised 
me to change my password.
 I went to the firm the following 
week. I arrived about 20 minutes early. I 
dressed in a professional blouse and pencil 
skirt with my résumé, writing samples and 
references in hand. What I thought would 
be a short meeting and interview process 
turned into a three-hour meet-and-greet. I 
was optimistic but extremely nervous as I 
awaited a call back.

http://www.bassettbassett.com/

http://www.bassettbassett.com/
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COMMUNICATION

accordingly. Focusing on the 
audience as opposed to their anxiety 
is a huge factor in communication 
improvement. The entrepreneurs have 
seen continued improvement as the 
program continues.
 The members of the CCC 
consider themselves privileged to 
have an opportunity to contribute to 
the innovative spirit of Detroit. As WSU 
students, the CCC members have 
gained extensive knowledge through 
the Department of Communication, 

and they are glad to have 
the chance to apply that 
knowledge to the real world. 
Being able to benefit the city 

that so many WSU students call home 
and the entrepreneurs within that city 
is a genuinely rewarding experience 
for the CCC members. 
 “My involvement in the 
CCC has shown me how valuable 
communication research is to not 
only theoretical considerations but 
also real-world application,” said 
Stewart. “The driving force for me as 
a consultant is always asking myself 
how I can use my education to make a 
difference in this community.” Making 
a difference and bringing forth positive 
change is a common goal among 
those involved with this program, and 
the program’s success so far is a 
definitive indicator that it’s doing just 
that.

Wayne State Communication Consulting Cooperative
Teaching Tech Town to Aim Higher

 Detroit is a city on the rise. 
It’s a city where companies and 
business professionals should see 
an opportunity to uplift a community 
and develop a brand. But what 
exactly does it take to thrive as an 
entrepreneur in Detroit? Although the 
list of desirable attributes is lengthy, a 
strong drive, willingness to learn and 
an ability to communicate effectively 
are among the most important. Tech 
Town entrepreneurs are breathing new 
life into the city with the help of five 
WSU communication doctoral students 
who saw an opportunity to help the 
Tech Town entrepreneurs develop and 
polish their communication skills. 
 The Communication 
Consulting Cooperative (CCC) 
helps the entrepreneurs supplement 
their education, but the program 
also serves as a way for the WSU 
Department of Communication and 
the students to give back to the 
Detroit community. The CCC is a 
relatively new program, beginning 
in September 2012.  It has already 
made a significant impact upon the 
entrepreneurs at Tech Town.

Originally, the CCC 
focused solely on 
improving the public 
speaking skills of its 
clients. However, a surge 
of interest since the 
beginning of the new year 
has prompted the CCC 

to expand 
its efforts. 
Now the 
program 

encompasses 
organizational 
and health care 
communication in 
addition to public speaking. The 
CCC plans to expand even further to 
include public relations in the future. 
Dr. Katie Rasmussen is the program 
director, and the five doctoral students 
take care of the day-to-day business 
as well as client consultations. 
Stephanie Wideman serves as the 
lead consultant, while John Koch, 
Brandon Bumstead, Minu Basnet and 
Nathan Stewart serve as assistant 
consultants. 
 The CCC works with its 
clients using an audience-centered 
approach. Many people struggle with 
public speaking because they have 
a hard time seeing past their own 
anxiety, making it difficult to see and 
understand the needs of the audience. 
The concept behind business and 
organizational communication 
problems is similar, and the CCC 
helps its clients see themselves as the 
audience sees them and adapt 

“Team Talk” 
is Stephanie 
Wideman, 
John Koch, 
Minu Basnet 
and Brandon 
Bumstead. 
Nathan Stewart
is not pictured.

By Jeffrey Adkins

http://www.comm.wayne.edu/

http://www.comm.wayne.edu/
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 I began my 
journey to 
England on 
January 22, 
2013. Feeling 
both excited and 
nervous for what 
was ahead, I 
finally arrived at 
Manchester after 

an exhausting 
10-hour flight. 

The first noticeable difference upon 
entering the city was the direction 
the cars drive on the road. I was 
aware that Englanders drive on the 
left side of the road, but I didn't know 
that I would come close to getting 
hit approximately five times while 
commuting from the airport to campus. 
Getting  accustomed to looking in the 
opposite direction before crossing the 
street was a bit of a challenge.
 After arriving on campus, 
I spoke with the receptionist, who 
directed me to the lift — a term with 
which I had to become familiar or 
I never would have known how to 
identify an elevator. I then registered 
and settled into my accommodation.   
 I began to get acquainted 
with my house mates, and was soon 
amazed by the assortment of cultures 
and nationalities that would soon be 
living with me. It was somewhat of 
a culture shock to live with people 
from places across Europe and the 
world abroad, like Turkey, Germany, 
Portugal, Belgium, France and the

Czech Republic. My house mates and 
I also share friends with students from 
Italy, Russia, Australia and countless 
other 
places. 
 My 
perspective 
has 
broadened 
after 
spending 
time with 
my international mates — as the 
British like to call their friends. I think 
the most valuable things I’ve learned 
are the traditional dishes I’ve grown 
to favor, like German meatballs, and 
fried mushrooms - a popular dish in 
Czech. Pasta is a meal favorite here 
for a budgeting student, and my buddy 
from Italy now has me nearly addicted 
to pesto, a sauce that goes really well 
with pasta.
 While experiencing somewhat 
of a culture shock and dealing with 
the pressures of kicking off the 
semester, I began to experience a bit 
of homesickness. Imagine my surprise 
when I noticed a guy on campus 
whose shirt read in bold letters, “U.S. 
Army”!  I instantly felt a connection 
with home, experiencing a sigh of 
relief to meet fellow Americans.  I 
introduced myself to the soldiers, and 
chatted 

with Alex, a Seattle native who was 
equally excited to meet me.  He 
explained how he and the other 
soldiers could relate to the isolated 
feeling of being thousands of miles 
away from home. After getting used 
to referring to elevators as lifts, 
cents as pence, and french fries as 
chips — a phrase back home I would 
associate with Lays or Doritos potato 
chips — I was anxious to learn more 
about English culture and the city of 
Manchester. I was determined not 
to leave England without seeing a 
real football game (soccer, but don’t 
say this in Europe).  I joined Alex 
and fellow students for a Manchester 
United match.  After an intense game 
in which United beat Reading 2-1, the 
team’s hometown could not contain 
its excitement. Neither could I. The 
stadium atmosphere and witnessing 
the passion of the fans is something I 
recommend everyone to experience. 
Football is a pretty big deal here! I also 
had the chance to visit MediaCityUk, 
a newly developed business complex 
that houses some of the U.K.’s biggest 
broadcasting networks like BBC, SIS 
and ITV Granada. As a media studies 
student, I was excited to see this in 
person.

England
By Quenton White

Salford’s Historic Architecture

Quenton and British Soldiers

FA Cup Victory at Old Trafford

Atlantic Ocean

http://studyabroad.wayne.edu/
interested/getting-started.php

Study
Abroad

Across the pond.

http://studyabroad.wayne.edu/interested/getting-started.php
http://studyabroad.wayne.edu/interested/getting-started.php
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 “Paczki Day” Fat Tuesday

 Utica Heights Bakery of 
Shelby Township is known for making 
delicious paczkis every year. This year 
our PR students got to taste these 
delicious deep-fried treats first-hand.
 The Fundamentals of Public 
Relations course enjoyed paczkis 
made by this family-owned and 
-operated business Tuesday, Feb. 
12, 2013, at the Macomb University 
Center as part of a mini Fat Tuesday 
celebration.
 PR Student Nicholas Baginski 
attends the university full-time in 
addition to his work in real estate 
and his work at his parents’ bakery. 
Baginski says Fat Tuesday is an 
occasion worth celebrating to its 
fullest, and his family is proud to make 
paczkis for the community and for the 
class.

Left to right:  Lukas Baginski and Adam Tamer 
with Wayne State’s Nick Baginski and Kevin 
Klopocinski.  Lisa Johnson is at the counter.

Getting Fat
The Best in Polish Baked Goods
By Veronica Fiegel

PR student, Nick Baginski: 
“The bakery has been open 

for 22 years. My mother and father opened 
it up. He learned everything he knows 

from his native Poland.”

 “Paczki day is a great way 
to showcase the Polish heritage,” 
says Baginski. “We strive to provide 
the best paczkis in town with fresh 
ingredients, plenty of filling and a few 
extra calories to provide the perfect 
treat.”
 The class of approximately 20 
students enjoyed paczkis in a variety 
of flavors, including custard, raspberry 
and strawberry. These tempting treats 
led this evening class into a blissful 
sugar coma in the spirit of the holiday.
 Utica Heights Bakery has 
been in business since 1960. This 
family of six, including Baginski, bakes 
six days a week to deliver the best 
in baked goods to the neighborhood.  
This business bakes with heart that 
can be tasted with every bite.

Nadi Bilani, PR 
major, enjoys the 
sweetness.  “Don’t 
think I could ask 
for much more 
that day. The 
paczkis were 
delicious and 
gave the entire 
class an extra 
boost of energy.”

Gift baskets available online at
www.uticaheightsbakery.com

Another exciting place I visited was  
Liverpool, a city with rich history and 
home of the Beatles.  One of the major 
attractions in Liverpool is The Cavern 
Pub, a melodic lounge where many 
great bands played before gaining 
popularity. Great acts like Queen and 
The Who have played at The Cavern 
— Brian Epstein  also discovered the 
Beatles there!
 During my stay I’ve 
encountered two questions quite 
frequently asked:  “Are you American?” 
(the accent is very easy to detect here) 
and “Why come here?” It is commonly 
accepted that the United States is 
the greatest country in the world.  But 
even for an American, there is much to 
learn here in England. Midway through 
my stay, there is still much more to 
learn, and many  surrounding cites and 
attractions to see. I hope to have more 
great stories when I return home.  Stay 
well, Detroit!
 A few interesting facts about 
Manchester:
•	 Greater Manchester is the third 
most populous area  in the U.K.
•	 1830 - First rail station and 
railway began operation.
•	 1847 - The practice of 
vegetarianism was started by the 
Vegetarian Society. 
•	 1919 - Ernest Rutherford 
successfully split the atom at 
Manchester University. 
•	 1948 -  First stored program 
computer, nicknamed “baby,” was 
developed at Manchester University.

Liverpool Town Hall

http://www.uticaheightsbakery.com
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 Detroit has been no stranger to 
adversity in the past few decades. Despite 
battling an economic crisis and a poor 
reputation, Detroit has continued to charge 
forward, filling any willing resident with 
hope and ambition for the future. 
 Educating residents and potential 
professionals is fundamental to the 
success of the city. Wayne State University 
is a cornerstone of Detroit.  It instructs 
the young and provides future industry 
professionals with knowledge — the tool 
necessary to be effective in any situation. 
 Bringing new business to Detroit 
is essential to the revitalization efforts 
surrounding the community.
 There is much to be said 
about the combined efforts of the music 
professionals in the techno industry. It 
is lending the surplus of talented and 
dedicated performers with the relentless 
efforts of those who create and promote 
events.  With this in mind, it could be said, 
“You can’t keep a good city down.”
 As the birthplace of techno, 
Detroit has remained an anchor for the 
electronic music community.  Providing 
a launching platform for this thriving and 
newly mainstream type of music, Detroit 
techno continues to fuel creativity and 
generate revenue around the globe.

  Justin Grose, owner of Dirty 
313ctronic Productions said, “Working in 
the techno industry creates an immense 
network of people, bringing them together, 
which is something Detroit needs, 
especially considering the state of the 
economy and the general morale of the 
city.”
 It doesn’t matter whether a 
company is two years or two decades 
old.  The main focus of music-business 
entrepreneurs in Detroit is to bring people 
together and create memorable events, all 
while stimulating the economy.
 Event production companies in 
the city range from new-school innovators 
like Dirty 313ctronic Productions to long-
time industry giants like Paxahau.
 Paxahau is the production 
company behind the Movement Electronic 
Music Festival.  According to michigan.
gov, the event boasted numbers of nearly 
100,000 during the three-day event last 
year.
 Techno music is about freedom, 
innovation and unity. It creates a sense of 
togetherness in a worldwide community, 
much like what can be seen at Wayne 
State.  It generates interest among young 
populations and produces results, starting 
with Detroit. The music and events 
create a camaraderie among citizens 
that is paramount to the success of the 
revitalization efforts that exist in Detroit.
 “While listening, you can take 
yourself wherever you want to go,” WSU 
CFPCA graduate Megan Fuller said. “It 
creates a sense of unity for those who 
share a common interest.”

Music in Motown
Upbeat Techno
By Katherine Addy

Click here to listen to a sample of 
“Movement” 2012 Electronic Music

Festival in Hart Plaza

Photography by Joanna Nazimek
http://subject313.org/

http://www.
dirtybirdrecords.
com/j-phlip/

WHEN ART WORKS
A F R I CA N  U T I L I TA R I A N  O B J E C T S  F R O M  T H E  FA X O N  C O L L E C T I O N

African Utilitarian Objects
Faxon Collection Exhibit

https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Art-Department-Gallery-Wayne-State-
University/142222649147?ref=hl

The James Pearson Duffy 
Department of Art

and Art History
presents:

 

Jennifer Belair

Nathaniel L. Smalls Jr.

Stephanie Henderson

Buddy Morsello

Jennifer Thrift

Michelle Morris

http://art.wayne.edu/jacob_gallery.php

Recently Featured:

Tri-County High School Exhibition:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFwEJW3B8Ok
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFwEJW3B8Ok
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFwEJW3B8Ok
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFwEJW3B8Ok
http://subject313.org/
http://www.dirtybirdrecords.com/j-phlip/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Art-Department-Gallery-Wayne-State-University/142222649147?ref=hl
http://art.wayne.edu/jacob_gallery.php
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The business team serves an important role in reaching out to 
potential sponsors to support 
efforts at developing a fully 
functional hybrid vehicle.  Ashley 
and I have implemented new 

strategies for the business team, and the team has been working 
vigorously to recruit new sponsors.  Recently, Next Energy has 
joined us, as a new bronze-level sponsor.  We are very thankful for 
their contribution.   Andrew Enajero, business manager 

http://wsuecocar2.org

Team Sponsors
General Dynamics
Delphi
IAV
Next Energy
Remy
RMS
SPX

EcoCAR2 is not only a competition that gives us 
experience, but more importantly, it trains us to think 
in a more environmentally friendly and efficient way.

Ashley Davis, business manager

Hybrid Warriors invite the community to participate in the 
development of a “green” economy through sponsorship.  
Contributions are recognized and displayed on the vehicle. 

Wayne State University Department 
of Mechanical Engineering

“When we heal the earth, 
we heal our selves.” - 

David W. Orr, Professor of 
Environmental Studies and 

Politics, Oberlin College

The business management 
team for EcoCAR2 said, “Our 
strategy for selecting sponsors 
includes researching Michigan-
based businesses.  We believe that it builds stronger bonds 
and relationships, especially with companies founded in Detroit.  
General Motors in Detroit, along with our history and prestige as 
being the automotive capital of the world, creates an elevated 

sense of pride that cannot be ignored.”

Business Manager Ashley Davis:  “Recently 
we have been specifically targeting clean 
energy company sponsors in  Detroit 
to promote our ‘Motor City’ pride and to 
reinforce the goal of clean energy systems.”

Ashley Davis said, “Sponsorship allows 
our program to dream big by providing the 
opportunity to make an impact that starts in 
Michigan and reaches the world.  One target 
focus is to invite Michael Ilitch to join our 
sponsors. His life work is the epitome of 
what Hybrid Warriors seek to accomplish. 
His mission statement is ‘to invest in 
the community’s future by supporting 
innovative, collaborative and measurable 
programs that promote economic 
development and spur job growth.’ This is 

the same vision we have at EcoCAR2.”

Competition Sponsors

The Green Garage

http://wsuecocar2.org
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D• Build a buzz before the press 
conference.
• Be accessible and provide 
well-written information to release in 
your press kit and web link.
 Ternes noted that this year’s 
biggest hit for General Motors was the 
2014 Corvette Stingray.
 The car’s success can be 
credited to both creative design and 
close attention to every intricate 
detail, including the media kit.  “It was 
designed to be treated like a collector's 
item, a well-designed, shoe box-sized, 
individually numbered kit produced in 
limited quantity,” said Ternes.
 He also said that the media 
kit used for the Stingray displayed its 
unique place in the American sports 
car market.
 Designing the media kit to 
stand out among competitors could be 
the reason journalists take time to look 
through it, see the new releases and 
publish a story.
 The advice of Peter Ternes will 
help you to make the transition from 
public relations student to professional 
with success. An internship in the 
automotive industry is a good place 
to start for Wayne State students.  
Perhaps it could lead to a role in the 
future as part of the NAIAS event.

 The North American 
International Auto Show (NAIAS) is a 
public relations-driven event. Chances 
are good that a PR-graduate from 
Detroit will find him or herself one day 
at the NAIAS.
 This year over 750,000 people 
and 5,250 journalists attended the 
event.  This is the highest attendance 
in nine years.  Being a public relations 
specialist for one of the largest and 
most prestigious auto shows can be 
challenging.
 Wayne State alumnus Peter 
Ternes, social media strategist for 
General Motors at the 2013 NAIAS, 
shared his tips for the future auto 
show expert.
 In addition to his education 
in journalism, Ternes has 20 years of 
NAIAS experience.  He understands 
the need to develop the most 
valuable public relations tool — the 
media kit.  Press conferences will 
require the information prepared by 
communication teams.
 Ternes offers practical 
advice for entry-level public relations 
professionals.   He recommends that 
“you introduce yourself appropriately 
and talk to as many people as you 
can. Admit this is your first show when 
you can.”
 The auto show isn’t a junior 
high school dance.  There shouldn’t 
be leaning against the walls, hands 
in the pocket, waiting timidly for the 
media to come. The public relations 
practitioner must be available and be 
honest. Ternes said, “Know your key 
messages and don’t be afraid to

say you don’t know the answer to 
questions. Ask the media for their 
opinions and listen to what they say.”
 An entry-level practitioner with 
a big ego will not only lose friends in 
the office but media friends, too. It is 
important to humble yourself and listen 
to the reporters to get on their good 
side and get news. 
 The two most effective ways 
to send honest messages are at the 
press conference and in the media 
kit.  Ternes said the press conference 
works much like a production line.
 Before the NAIAS opens to 
the general public, there are several 
days devoted exclusively to press 
conferences. During the day, press 
meetings run concurrently.  In the 
evening, auto makers host dinners 
and parties to attract more exposure.
 A public relations specialist 
may also be responsible for preparing 
the speech given by a spokesperson.  
Usually the CEO presents at the press 
conference. 
 Ternes offers five points to 
ensure that press conferences are 
done effectively and run smoothly. 
• Define and know key 
messages your audience will find 
newsworthy.  
• Make sure that your 
spokespeople know the strengths and 
weaknesses of the messages they will 
present, and that they know how to 
respond to questions with that in mind.
•  Use appropriate props 
to demonstrate your key positive 
messages.

2014 CORVETTE STINGRAY

http://fastlane.gmblogs.com/2013/01/30/naias-round-
up-and-2013-product-preview-mary-barra/

Public Relations
at the Auto Show 
By Phillip Kosky

Corvette logo since 1958.

General Motors 101

http://reddirtrodz.com/2013/01/16/2013-naias-review/

http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.
detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2013/
Mar/0305-corvette-convertible.html

http://fastlane.gmblogs.com/2013/01/30/naias-roundup-and-2013-product-preview-mary-barra/
http://reddirtrodz.com/2013/01/16/2013-naias-review/
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2013/Mar/0305-corvette-convertible.html
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2013 NAIAS according to http://naias.com/

Detroit has hosted an auto show for over a century. 
Estimated economic impact to metro Detroit of $365M.

795,416 attendance including preview and charity preview.
Industry preview attendance of 25 countries representing 1,987 companies.

Charity preview attendance of 13,069 raising $3.9M for nine participating charities.

•	35th consecutive month of year-over-year sales gains
•	Dodge brand sales increase 30 percent
•	Dodge Dart sales increase 8 percent month over month
•	Dodge Challenger muscle car all-time sales record; sales up 34 percent in February
•	Dodge Avenger mid-size sedan sales record for February with 52 percent sales gain
•	Dodge Journey full-size crossover sales record for February; sales up 21 percent
•	Dodge Durango sales up 38 percent; best February sales since 2006
•	Ram pickup truck sales up 3 percent; best February sales since 2007
•	Fiat 500 sets sales record for February with 2 percent sales gain
•	Chrysler 200 mid-size sedan sets sales record for February, up 18 percent
•	Jeep Patriot compact SUV sales record for February with 24 percent sales gain
•	Jeep Wrangler sets sales record for February; sales up 8 percent
•	Jeep Compass sales up 36 percent; best February sales since 2007

2013 NAIAS Introduced 2014 Jeep® Cherokee
Most Luxurious Jeep® Grand Cherokee Ever, the new Summit Model

• Uconnect Access Via Mobile

• Class-exclusive Jeep Quadra-Lift Air Suspension System

• All-new Clean 3.0-liter EcoDiesel V-6, 30 mpg

The Most Awarded SUV Premium Redefined

• More than 60 Advanced Safety and Security Features

AUTO SHOW REVIEW

 C-MAX Hybrid Energi
  soy-based foam and recycled plastic

Ford
Fuel Economy  

AERODYNAMICS 
REFINEMENT

The new Ford Focus was designed to 
cut drag by up to  7.8 percent to 
help reduce fuel consumption and 

CO2 emissions, a key contributor to it 
achieving an EPA-certified 40 mpg.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Electric power-assisted steering 
can improve fuel efficiency up to  
4 percent because it uses an 

electric motor instead of an  
engine-driven hydraulic gear.

WEIGHT REDUCTION 
Over the next decade, Ford is planning 

vehicle weight reductions from  
250 to 750 pounds per vehicle.  

Weight reduction combined with 
powertrain rematching can improve 

fuel economy by as much as  
7 percent.

SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
Select Ford engines use twin independent 

variable camshaft timing to optimize intake 
variable cam timing, which results in  

4.5 percent improved fuel economy.

ELECTRIFICATION
From EcoBoost to hybrids and from plug-in hybrids to full 

electric vehicles, this year Ford will offer eight vehicles 
reaching an anticipated 40 mpg or more. Ford also 
is launching six new electrified vehicles in 2012 

including the new Fusion Hybrid. The goal remains: improve 
fuel economy and lower CO2 emissions affordably for 

customers around the world.

MECHANICAL 
IMPROVEMENT 

The dual dry-clutch PowerShift  
six-speed automatic transmission 
can help reduce fuel consumption 
by up to  10 percent compared 

with traditional automatic  
four-speed transmissions.

Improving Fuel Economy Step by Step

06/2012 FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO MEDIA.FORD.COM

Chrysler Group LLC Reports February 2013 Best U.S. Sales in Five Years

https://es.ford.com/

http://naias.com/

http://www.jeep.com/en/2014/grand_cherokee/

“Happy 50th
Birthday

Ford Mustang!” 

http://naias.com/
https://es.ford.com/
http://
http://www.jeep.com/en/2014/grand_cherokee/
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Hands-On Experience
There are many opportunities to expand your portfolio in our blog and newsletter.  Members write for 
their own chapter blog and newsletter, or the National PRSSA blog and newsletter, Forum.  Additional 
opportunities for hands-on experience include event planning, national campaign competitions and 
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Internships & Employment Resources
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